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CONCLUSION

C O N C L U S I O N
Relation between spatial experience and the
human behavior is a subject, which is not properly
defined. With the early views it was a conception that
the space cannot change the human behavior as
concerned.
When considering the new research on creative
work. Again it has become; that we seem to approach
to deterministic ideas, where many research studies
done in outer space has proved that, how the spatial
impact, has on behavior and thoughts.
For a creative act there should be a human
being. If we replace this being to a computer, the
matter is clearer. Before explaining the difference
between human creativity and mechanized ceactivity,
it is necessary to have a conception of architectural
creativity.
Creativity is explained in many ways, bring into
being, produce, invention, innovative, novelty and
many other terms. When considering such ideas it was
assumed that the creativity, as a novelty, and the
creative process, as bringing into being a novelty. To
go further novelty can be in many forms and it is an
every day confrontation irrespective of arts. Such
novelty is needed, even when deciding, which path t o
be taken when walking, or faced with non-routine
situations. There fore creative acts are needed in every
activity, in the human existence. It was hypothesized
that, the Creative process is a method of achieving the
best solution for an anomaly or a non-routine
confrontation. Creative process in architecture is m u c h
more different than scientific creativity, industrial
creativity and artistic creativity.
In art the creative process is not much affected
from the environment. The artist's 'self is expressed
through his art expression. In scientific creativity most
logical formulas principles, are based on, and the
solution is fixed. In architectural creativity it cannot be
architect's architecture. The designer is faced with a
problematic situation or an anomaly to be solved. He
should use some knowledge structure to achieve a
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solution. Solution is not an ideal one and can have
unlimited options if it is creative.
When considering such arguments it was shown
in the first chapter that many famous theories of
writers', psychologists' and thinkers' of creativity are
based on specialized subjects and are not adequate t o
handle all the creative activities in different fields, for
instance to use in artistic designs, science, economics
etc.
To understand the impact of spatial quality, it
is necessary t o understand a situation where a
mechanical program and the human being at work.
When a problematic situation is given to a computer, it
checks the possible problems, and makes answers to
the situation with stored memory. The memory is
working only with the direct answers. Computer is
unable to analyze some other relationships to such a
situation. For instance when the computer is asked, to
provide a position for a bed in a given area of a r o o m ,
it would provide all the options within a minute. But to
judge, if the room should be changed or to have
another option for a bed is a deeper matter involving a
large memory and some other knowledge structure.
But human being is capable of relating many wanted
and unwanted situations to resolve a situation. Such
ability can also be defined as inspiration.
If we consider deeper this matter when a
computer is provided with a large memory, as same as
human
memory,
storing all the
past
human
experiences, it still unable to come to a creative
solution. Because it always tries to find similar
situations of a relevant situation and give the most
appropriate stored answer, for such a situation. This is
a very important aspect in human creativity, and the
impact of spatial experiences plays an important part.
As many writers relate to 'incubation' period, is a
period, where the supreme solution suddenly j u m p s
out, is not necessarily a creative solution. It is only a
period of " scanning the memory," searching a similar
situation in the past experience, and the resolved
solution. Such creative acts are not creative in the
sense of new technological achievements where such
mechanical functions can be developed better than
human interpretations. This is where 9 9 % perspiration
and the 1-percentage inspiration take part. Another
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view of scanning the memory-related activity is
touching the unconscious, sub conscious, collective
unconscious or universal unconscious. Such creative
works as seems to be divine are only getting some
information f r o m deep levels and not a creative act. A
method of exhibiting some information which is
beyond conscious memory. It is also a kind of
scanning the memory. For such matters too, spatial
quality affects, to have a range of memories, but the
creative thought generation is still not touched.
With latest findings, to generate creative
decisions, using computers are failed due to many
reasons. First it becomes a routine understander, what
ever fed is produced back, without 'new formations'.
Next is when answering it always uses a t o p down
structure. Such experiments were done at Yale
artificial intelligence project at northwestern institute
for the learning sciences (ILS) (Riejback and Schank
1989). To explain it further is when a person is faced
with a design situation, t o become creative he would
reject his first option. Some times thinking to be more
creative he will reject his second, t h i r d and forth etc.
at last he comes up with a solution as he think much
suitable. When used a computer program, it gives his
first solution and will not work backward.
Actual creativity is when faced with an anomaly
it is necessary first, to have a knowledge structure
relevant t o that anomaly. In science it is necessary t o
have knowledge structure of equations, principles and
theories, in architecture it is necessary to have
knowledge on spatial elements architectural physical
and social elements, situations, forms. "Nothing is
created out of nothing."
To come to a creative solution first it is
necessary to identify the problematic situation and
relevant knowledge structure and the basic elements.
Then such basic elements should be 'modified and
applied' without adding or replacing as it is. Albert
Einstein used simple equation, S = u / t , and basic
trigonometric principles, and the condition of limited
speed of light to generate the shape of the universe
and the spatial dimensions and at last theories of
nuclei energy. But the basic principles he used were
there, for many years. But nobody used it in a creative
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way. There fore using the basic elements with
modification it is possible to come a creative solution.
In architectural creativity, this is the situation
that the spatial schemata (experiences) come into
play. If the spatial experiences are higher the
knowledge structure is larger. Larger the similar
experiences, creative power is lower. The creative
power depends on what spatial experiences are and
the variety. When a person is confronted with thousand
types of square doors with carvings etc, it is a spatial
experience where the door shape is fixed as a norm in
his schemata. Then he is unable to step out of that
frame due to the established n o r m . If he come across
a different shape of a door, a circular, or an invincible
one, then such spatial experience can change his fixed
norms of the door and become more flexible in using
his previous knowledge structure in different ways.
When considering such spatial anomalies where
out of ordinary and non routine existence can have
impact on the thought patterns to generate new
thought patterns, it is not the intention of the writer to
decide such places, or experiences, are necessary in
architecture or not. Because, many such situations
are, viewed as architectural pollutants, destruction of
the urban fabric, and chaos. Therefore the argument is
only such places indirectly help the creative process t o
reform the rooted spatial
norms with
spatial
schemata.
As shown in chapter two many architectural
norms existed periodically in the history. Therefore t o
have creative thought generations it is necessary to
have out of ordinary, contradictory, non routine spatial
qualities, in the f o r m of shapes, functions, situations,
materials, forces, densities, masses, and visual
illusions etc.
Such confrontations can change the spatial
schemata and norms of architecture to have different
viewpoints and resolving methods, when generating
creative thought patterns.
In the final chapter, it was attempted to show
that how different new forms, situation with a
disorganized circulation in a street, a children's village
where the child's initial thought
patterns
are
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developing, and the impact of visual structural forces,
masses in a building, where the different spatial
anomalies are introduced, are discussed. Users
creative thought generation, also discussed, response
to such anomalies. When there are no stimuli there is
no thought generation to use later in creative acts.
It was also shown, that how the creativity is
improved with the spatial experience. And such out of
ordinary spatial qualities, are important or not, in
architecture
is
another
matter
beyond
this
dissertation. It is also not intended to study and argue
that the creativity is a beneficial aspect or not.
Because according to the Darwinians evolution the
animal that wonders away f r o m the group is the first
victim o f t h e predator.
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